Quieting response training: treatment of psychophysiological disorders in psychiatric inpatients.
Self-regulation methods incorporating biofeedback are known to be useful in the treatment of psychophysiological disorders in psychologically normal patients. In this study, the effectiveness of Quieting Response (QR) training for the treatment of secondary psychophysiological complaints in psychiatric inpatients was assessed. Ten male and 27 female inpatients with a variety of secondary psychophysiological diagnoses were accepted into the study. Severely disturbed, confused, or depressed patients were excluded. All patients received QR training, which integrated EMG (electromyogram) and thermal feedback with breathing, progressive relaxation, and autogenic exercises. Daily practice of a 15-minute sequence of exercises was encouraged, and a 6-second reinforcement exercise was presented for use whenever an annoyance was encountered. No other therapeutic modalities were employed. Patients were followed for up to 2 years, and outcome was assessed with a multifactor quartile system. Rate of success at final follow-up for the inpatients (51%) was found to be equivalent to that of outpatients coming to the clinic with primary psychophysiological diagnoses (55%) and was not related to psychiatric diagnosis or nature of presenting complaint. Stepwise discriminant analysis indicated that older, less depressed individuals were more successful. Inpatients differed from nonpsychiatric patients only in the number of additional sessions received. Only one minor incident of increased psychopathology was observed. It was concluded that QR training was as effective for treating secondary psychophysiological disorders in all but the most severely disturbed inpatients as it was for the outpatient clinic population.